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2 Park, Droegemeier, and BischofIn the deterministic approach, one develops a set of di�erential sensitivity equations,which is used to express the gradient of the solution vector with respect to inputparameters [21]. Sensitivity coe�cients are then computed exactly by solving the di�erentialequations using a nonlinear solution as a basic state (e.g., [8, 17, 5]). In this sense, thesensitivity is de�ned as the gradient (i.e., the �rst-order derivative) of the model responsewith respect to any input parameter [18].The gradients can be computed e�ciently and accurately by using automatic di�er-entiation (AD) tools, which apply the chain rule systematically to elementary operationsor functions to generate derivative codes of given nonlinear models [2]. Besides providingbasic sensitivity information, AD tools are indispensable in variational data assimilation,whose optimization processes require accurate gradient information.In meteorology, the adjoint model (ADJM) has been used substantially in bothsensitivity analysis (e.g., [8]) and variational data assimilation (e.g., [14]). Although ADtools exist for generating the ADJM (e.g., Odyss�ee [19], AMC [10]), the ADJMs, especiallyof 3-D models, are still routinely generated by hand. Bischof et al. [5] have successfullyapplied an AD tool to generate the tangent linear model (TLM) of a 3-D mesoscale model(the PSU/NCAR MM5). A compilation of currently available AD tools can be found in [4]and on the World Wide Web athttp://www.mcs.anl.gov/Projects/autodiff/AD Tools.In this study, we apply the ADIFOR (Automatic DI�erentiation of FORtran) general-purpose AD tool [2, 3] to the 3-D Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS) [22]to generate a sensitivity-enhanced (SE-ARPS) code capable of providing derivatives ofall model output variables and related diagnostic (derived) parameters as a function ofspeci�ed control parameters, including initial and boundary conditions as well as physicaland computational constants.In this manner, we obtain exact derivative information, which is used to establishphysical/dynamical cause and e�ect between changes in input and changes in output.Speci�cally, we compute the sensitivity of model outputs with respect to water vapor, whichis a major factor to control storm life and morphology. We also compute sensitivities ofthe cost function, which measures distance in the Euclidean norm between the observationdata and model results, with respect to all forecast aspects. Subsequently, we discussimplications of the sensitivity results on data assimilation.ARPS is a fully compressible cloud model with full physics. Although an AD toolhas been applied to a nonhydrostatic mesoscale model [5], no AD tool has been appliedto a compressible model. In a compressible model, meteorologically unimportant acousticwaves are also supported, which severely limit the timestep size of explicit time integrationschemes. To improve e�ciency, ARPS employs the mode-splitting time integrationtechnique [13]. In this technique, a large integration timestep is divided into a numberof small timesteps; the acoustically active terms are updated every small timestep, whileall other terms are computed only once every large timestep. This research is the �rst of itskind to apply an AD tool to a storm-scale model (meteorologically) with a mode-splittingtime integration scheme (computationally).2 Automatic Di�erentiation { ADIFORDeveloping the adjoint model by hand is tedious, time-consuming, and error-prone work,especially for a large model such as ARPS, which is composed of more than two hundredsubroutines. We therefore use ADIFOR to compute sensitivities of all given dependent



Sensitivity Analusis of a Convective Storm 3variables (DVs, e.g., forecast aspects and their diagnostic functions) with respect to allgiven independent variables (IVs, e.g., initial and boundary conditions). For a single run,ADIFOR performs one control run and as many TLM runs as the number of IVs, implicitly.The �nal results are exactly the same as would be obtained from as many ADJM runs asthe number of DVs. In meteorology, ADIFOR has been applied to a 1-D convective cloudmodel [17, 16], a 3-D storm-scale model [15], a mesoscale model [5], and an air qualitymodel [11].3 Methodology { Sensitivity to PerturbationsIn the context of 3-D models, the number of IVs is potentially very large when gridvariables are considered, and this may inhibit the practical computation of sensitivitybecause of memory limitations. We propose to compute sensitivities with respect to theperturbations inserted in model variables rather than the grid variables themselves. Thatis, by introducing an arti�cial perturbation parameter, e, into the original forward model(ARPS), ADIFOR can generate a sensitivity code that regards e as one of the IVs [5].Consider, for example, the water vapor �eld, Qv. If we perturb it by a factor e,Qv(x; y; z; t; e) = (1 + e)Qv(x; y; z; t);(1)any quantity P that is inuenced by the water vapor �eld implicitly depends upon e.Expanding P (e) in a Taylor series about the reference state [P (e = 0)] and retaining onlythe �rst-order term, we obtain an approximation of the sensitivity of P with respect to e:�P (x; y; z; t) = @P (x; y; z; t; e)@e ����e=0 :(2)Here, �P can be interpreted as the sensitivity of P to a uniform relative change in the watervapor �eld. We have modi�ed the ARPS to include e as an input parameter, as shown in(1), and have applied ADIFOR to di�erentiate this code with respect to e.Since the perturbation e is added to the input parameters, which already have their owncharacteristic distribution in the model domain, sensitivities computed from this approachimplicitly involve the e�ect of distribution for those parameters. We limit our experimentsonly to initial conditions. Boundary conditions, including lateral, top, and bottom, areexcluded for sensitivity experiments and TLM validation.We also compute sensitivities of the cost function with respect to perturbations in allforecast aspects. The cost function, J , is de�ned as the squared distance between the modelstate, ~X , and the corresponding observations, ~Xo:J = NXn=1 < W ~X( ~Xn � ~Xon); ( ~Xn � ~Xon) >;(3)where < ~A; ~B> denotes a scalar product between ~A and ~B and n represents the timeindex. Here, the scalar product implies the sum of the products of correspondingcomponents of the two vectors [9]. W ~X is a weighting factor matrix, where W ~X =(Wu;Wv;Ww;W�;Wp;WQv ;WQc;WQr)T for the 3-D ARPS with subscripts correspondingto model variables, where u, v, and w are the Cartesian components of velocity, � is thepotential temperature, p is the pressure, Qv, Qc and Qr are mixing ratios of water vapor,cloud water, and rain water, respectively.



4 Park, Droegemeier, and BischofThe weight for the vertical velocity, Ww, for example, is computed following Wang [20],Ww = "8 NXn=1 KXk=1(wn;k � won;k)2#�1 ;(4)with similar expressions for other variables. Here, k denotes the grid space index. In thismanner, the cost function is nondimensionalized and becomes unity at the beginning of thevariational data assimilation window.4 3-D Storm Model and Control RunOur experiments are performed using the sensitivity-enhanced code generated from Version4.0 of the ARPS, which is three dimensional, fully compressible, and nonhydrostatic.The prognostic variables, solved on the Arakawa C grid [1], include Cartesian velocitycomponents, perturbations of potential temperature and pressure, mixing ratios of watervapor, cloud water, and rain water, and turbulent kinetic energy. The advective modesare computed on large timesteps with a leap-frog time scheme and second-order centeredspace di�erencing, whereas the acoustic modes are integrated on small timesteps with animplicit scheme. Kessler-explicit warm-rain microphysics is employed [12]. An extensivedescription of the model can be found in the ARPS users guide [22].The computational domain consists of 53� 53 grids in the horizontal with a grid sizeof 1 km. In the vertical, a stretched grid system is employed for 35 grids with a resolutionof 150 m near the ground and 850 m at the top of the model domain. The model is run for140 min, with a large timestep of 6 sec and a small timestep of 1 sec. The detailed modelcon�guration for our experiments is described in [15].The simulation to verify the computation of derivatives by ADIFOR is made by usingthe HALF4 (supercell) hodograph and thermodynamic sounding from [7], the latter ofwhich has a surface mixing ratio of 15 g/kg. This wind pro�le consists of a semi-circulararc of 10 m/s radius that turns clockwise over the lowest 4 km starting with the surfaceeasterly winds. The (westerly) wind is constant, with height above 4 km at a speed of 10m/s. The convection is initiated by a 4 K thermal perturbation placed in the boundarylayer. The simulated supercell develops rapidly during the �rst 30 minutes and becomesquasi-steady thereafter, with a sustained updraft of around 47 m/s. In Figure 1, the surfaceoutow boundary velocity and vertical velocity at 4 km are depicted for t = 50 and 120min. The storm moves to the west initially and then turns northeastward as it grows invertical extent, forming a strong surface cold pool.Another storm is triggered by convergence along the northern gust front. Also, asthe northeast part of the gust front intensi�es, a new cell develops along it (t = 50 min;Figure 1a), constituting three distinct cells. As the northern part of the gust front movesnorthward out of the model domain by 60 min, the two northern storms decay, and otherweak secondary storms mill around the northern lateral boundary. The dominant stormthereafter is the isolated supercell, which travels southeastward along the leading edge ofthe expanding cold pool. A secondary storm develops northeast of the main storm after100 min (Figure 1b), merging into the main storm by 140 min.5 TLM ValidationBefore we proceed to the sensitivity computation, we validate the TLM solutions computedby the ADIFOR-generated code, which describe the linear evolution of perturbations. The



Sensitivity Analusis of a Convective Storm 5
Fig. 1. Control simulation: vertical velocity at 4 km (positive in solid and negative in dashedlines at an interval of 2.5 m/s) and perturbation potential temperature (dotted lines with contourslarger than -2.0 K at an interval of 0.5 K) at (a) 50 min and (b) 120 min
Fig. 2. x-y slices (at z = 4:0 km) of (a) tangent linear perturbation and (b) nonlinearperturbation in vorticity at t = 40 min for a 1 % perturbation in initial water vapor (in s�1)validation is carried out by comparison with the nonlinear perturbation (NLP) �elds; thedi�erence �elds computed between the nonlinear control run and another nonlinear runwhose initial state is slightly perturbed from it.Figure 2 shows the TLM and NLP �elds of vorticity at 40 min for a 1% perturbation(bias-type) in water vapor over the whole model domain except for the lateral, top, andbottom boundaries. They are plotted on an x-y plane at z = 4:0 km.The two �elds agree quite well in both magnitude and location. However, after about55 min, the solutions begin to diverge. That is, in reality, the perturbations and (time-



6 Park, Droegemeier, and Bischofevolving) nonlinear base state interact to a signi�cant extent, and the absence of thisinteraction in the TLM leads to erroneous results. The correlation drops rapidly below 0.9after about 45 min. In a case without subgrid-scale turbulent mixing, which is a highlynonlinear process, the time over which the two �elds agree increases.6 Sensitivity ResultsWe now investigate the e�ect of perturbations introduced in the water vapor �eld indi�erent regions of storm environments on storm dynamics. The water vapor �eld is amajor factor for storm life and morphology. We introduce four perturbation equationsfollowing the equation (1) for four di�erent regions in the model: (e1) inside the rainregion (Qr > 1e�4g g�1) above the cloud base, (e2) in the ambient environment outsidethe rain region and above the cloud base, (e3) the updraft region (including w = 0)in the subcloud layer, and (e4) the downdraft region in the subcloud layer. For thecost function, sensitivities are computed for perturbations in all forecast aspects (i.e.,eu; ev; ew; e�; ep; eQv ; eQc; and eQr) both inside and outside the rain region of the storm.To investigate the sensitivity of our storms to perturbations in the water vapor, werun the SE-ARPS starting at 50 min, i.e., the e�ect of the perturbation begins when thestorm is in its developing stage ( see Figure 1a). Among the many available results, weinvestigate the sensitivity of ground rainfall (GR) to water vapor perturbations in the fourregions described above.The cloud base at 50 min is around 640 m. Four model levels are involved in thesubcloud layer (excluding the bottom boundary). The numbers of grid points involved inperturbation are 8280 for e1, 61720 for e2, 5972 for e3, and 4028 for e4.The amount and location of ground rainfall are among the most important quantitiesin storm-scale prediction. Figure 3 shows the sensitivity of GR at 120 min with respectto the previous four perturbations inserted at 50 min. Recall that, at 120 min, the mainupdraft is located near the center of the domain with a lima-bean shape, while a secondarystorm develops to the west (see Figure 1b). Also, a prominent secondary storm exists tothe northeast of the main storm, along with another weak storm near the northern lateralboundary.Among all perturbations, the largest sensitivity of GR is due to the e1 perturbation.For vapor perturbations inside the rain region (e1), the major increase in GR occurs inthe secondary storm with a maximum of 527 mm (Figure 3a). The GR decreases at theweak downdraft region to the north of the main storm with a minimum of �479 mm. Thisindicates that a 1% moisture perturbation inside the rain region above the cloud base att = 50 min induces a maximum increase of 5.27 mm and a decrease of 4.79 mm in thesecondary storm rainfall at t = 120 min.The major inuence of the e2 perturbation occurs in the main storm area, with a largeincrease beneath the main storm and a decrease in the western part and north of the storm(Figure 3b). Both the e3 and e4 perturbations result in a decrease below the main stormand increase below the secondary storm in the west (Figures 3c and 3d). The sensitivityto the e3 perturbation is about three times larger than that to the e4 perturbation. The e4perturbation also increases GR at the region of north secondary storm.Overall, the largest inuence on GR comes from the e1 perturbation, but at thesecondary storm to the north. For the main storm, while the moisture perturbationin the ambient environment above the cloud base (e2) increases the ground rainfall, theperturbations in both the updraft and downdraft region below the cloud base (e3 and e4)
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Fig. 3. Sensitivities of ground rainfall at t = 120 min with respect to the moisture perturbationsof (a) e1, (b) e2, (c) e3 and (d) e4 at t = 50 min (in mm)decrease the ground rainfall at 120 min.We now discuss the sensitivity results in the cost function and their implications on dataassimilation. We consider the control simulation (see Figure 1) as our pseudo-observations.The sensitivity period is 30 min, from t = 80 min to t = 110 min. A 1% perturbation isadded to all variables at all grid points at 80 min for the perturbation run, which serves asthe nonlinear basic �eld for the sensitivity computation.With this perturbation, model solutions show little di�erence from the observations.Note that ARPS actually predicts the perturbations of potential temperature (�) andpressure (p). Since the total �elds of � and p are observed in practice (i.e., base state+ perturbation), we specify their total �elds as independent variables for the sensitivitycomputation rather than using the perturbation �elds.



8 Park, Droegemeier, and BischofTable 1Sensitivity of cost function at 110 min with respect to the perturbations of forecast aspects at 80min both inside (IN) and outside (OUT) the rain region@J=@eu @J=@ev @J=@ew @J=@e� @J=@ep @J=@eQv @J=@eQc @J=@eQrIN .0069 -.281 .043 143.4 25.47 3.78 -.013 -.32OUT -.68 .188 -.003 -107.7 -.74 -4.63 .0008 -.0011The weight functions computed from (4) for this experiment are Wu = 7:21 � 10�8(m/s)�2, Wv = 5:12� 10�8 (m/s)�2, Ww = 9:66� 10�8 (m/s)�2, W� = 3:02� 10�7 K�2,Wp = 2:66 � 10�11 Pa�2, WQv = 1:90 (g/g)�2, WQc = 14.36 (g/g)�2, and WQr = 0.87(g/g)�2. As de�ned in (4), the weight function of any variable is inversely proportionalto the amount of forecast error in that variable, which is summed from the perturbationinsertion time to the veri�cation time.In Table 1, we show the adjoint sensitivities of the cost function (J) at 110 min toperturbations at 80 min in speci�ed variables both inside (IN) and outside (OUT) the rainregion. Because they are nondimensional and the cost function is unity at this time (110min), we can compare the relative importance among variables.For the perturbations inside the rain region, the largest sensitivity in the cost function(i.e., forecasting error) is due to errors in potential temperature (�), followed by pressure (p)and water vapor (Qv). The sensitivities are positive for all three perturbations. Among allvariables, the cloud water (Qc) perturbation exerts the smallest e�ect on the cost function.Among the moisture variables inside the cloud, water vapor exerts the largest inuence onJ , followed by rainwater (Qr) and cloud water.Perturbations in the momentum variables (u; v and w) inside the rain region yield smallchanges in J . Among them, the largest sensitivity of J is due to the v perturbation, andthe smallest is due to the u perturbation. For perturbations outside the rain region, thesensitivities are generally smaller than those for perturbations inside the rain region, exceptfor the sensitivity to the u perturbation. Note the prominent decrease in the inuence onJ of perturbations in p. Since Qc and Qr are e�ectively zero in the environment, thesensitivities of J to them are extremely small. The largest sensitivity in the cost functionis due to �, followed by Qv and p.The perturbations in �, Qv and v outside the rain region induce similar changes inJ , but in di�erent directions compared with those inside the rain region. Other variablesdemonstrate signi�cant changes in sensitivity values. For example, the absolute sensitivityof the cost function to the u perturbation outside the rain region is about 100 times largerthan inside the rain region, while the sensitivity to the Qv perturbation is about 1.2 timeslarger.In both cases, the p �eld has the largest e�ect on the cost function during the earlysensitivity period (not shown). This is because p is directly responsible for the massbalance through the pressure gradient forces in the momentum equations. When p isperturbed, the ow accelerates until terms involving the velocity become comparable withthe pressure gradient force. Therefore, the ow immediately and signi�cantly responds tothe p perturbations. In contrast, perturbations in � a�ect the system initially through onlybuoyancy term in the vertical momentum equation. That is, p a�ects all three componentsof velocity simultaneously through the pressure gradient force, while � a�ects only thevertical velocity initially and then other variables through mass continuity. Hence, duringthe early sensitivity period, the p perturbations exert the largest inuence on forecast



Sensitivity Analusis of a Convective Storm 9errors among all variables. However, the increased buoyancy through the � perturbationeventually inuences storm dynamics and forecast error.7 DiscussionFor the deep convective storm studied here, the tangent linear solutions, which describethe evolution of perturbations along trajectories of a time-dependent nonlinear base state,represent the corresponding nonlinear perturbation �elds very accurately up to about 50min for a 1% moisture perturbation. Considering the highly nonlinear and discontinuousproperties of solutions in a full-physics nonhydrostatic cloud model such as ARPS, theseresults are encouraging for future studies of storm predictability, data assimilation, Dopplerradar retrieval, and ensemble forecasting, all of which require derivative or sensitivityinformation.In the supercell simulation, bias-type errors in the water vapor in di�erent regions ofthe model exert inuences on storm dynamics in di�erent ways. Perturbations introducedinside the rain region above cloud base mostly a�ect the secondary cells, while those outsidethe rain region mainly inuence the main storm. When the perturbations are introducedin the subcloud layer, both the main and secondary cells are a�ected. Among the vaporperturbations in di�erent regions, the perturbations inside the rain region have the largestinuence on storm dynamics.These results imply that we may need high-quality vapor data from either observationsor retrievals in order to obtain accurate predictions of storm behavior. The requiredaccuracy of water vapor can be estimated once the criteria on the forecast accuracy isdetermined. For example, suppose that a relative sensitivity of the forecast error [15] towater vapor is 20, which implies that the forecast error changes by 20% as a result of a 1%error in water vapor. If one wishes a forecast with only a 10% error, the observation forwater vapor should have an error smaller than 0.5%.For perturbations inside the rain region, the cost function showed the largest sensitivitywith respect to temperature, followed by pressure and then water vapor. For perturbationsin ambient environment, the cost function showed the largest sensitivity to temperature,followed by water vapor and then pressure. All other variables have almost negligible e�ecton the cost function. This result is also demonstrated in our 1-D experiments [16].When applied to variational data assimilation, sensitivity information, especiallyderivatives of the cost function with respect to all initial �elds, can indicate which initial�eld must be modi�ed by a large amount and which may be altered by only a small amountto change a speci�c amount of cost function on the way to its minimum state. With thisinformation, the minimization algorithm can be appled in a selective way to save computingtimes: that is, a variable that exerts little inuence on the cost function may be put in theminimization process in a larger iteration step, while a variable with strong e�ect (especiallytemperature) may be applied in every step.Even though ADIFOR does not produce the adjoint, it gives more information thanhandcoded tangent linear or adjoint models. In our experience, an AD tool dispenseswith much labor and time in handcoding the adjoint model, yet provides a great amountof gradient information needed for sensitivity analysis and data assimilation. Comparedwith the divided-di�erence approach, AD avoids the di�culty of choosing an optimalperturbation size, to which the solutions of cloud model are extremely sensitive, and alsosaves a great amount of computing time by avoiding numerous runs with full numericalmodel. The ADIFOR-generated code is especially e�cient and useful for investigating
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